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ReaderSupportforAn?nna
Needed

If you received a remission envelope in this issue of

Antenna, it is because we have not yet received a contribution

from you. The response to the initial request was very positive,
and checks were often accompanied by gratifying comments

about Antenna. Unfortunately, your responses have not yet
covered our expenses for this year's two issues, much less for

next year's.
We hope thatmostofyouhave simply neglected to write

out your checks, and that this gentle reminder will suffice to fill

Antenna's coffers. If, of course, we cannot cover printing and

mailing expenses, we cannot continue to publish.
There are several possibilities for external funding that

the editors are exploring. If we ? acquire funding, readers

would be relieved of having to write out a check to Antenna

every now and then. The cold realities of the world do require,
however, that we supply potential sponsors with evidence that

their support would be a worthwhile expenditure for them. In

other words, our chances of obtaining institutional funds for

the long term depend largely on current reader support. Like

so many things in this world, your present support is both

practical and symbolic. Therefore, if you wish to continue

receiving Antenna, and you haven't done so already, please
send us your contribution. The amounts of $5.00 USA, $6.00

Canada, and $8.00 elsewhere, were agreed upon at the Mercu

rians' 1991 meeting.

1992 Mercurians• Meeting
In a beautiful and ancient land, far away from our usual

meeting sites, the Mercurians convened their annual meeting.
The occasion was the Society for the History of Technology's
Uppsala, Sweden, conference. Participants discussed several

matters of special interest group business, including SIG

fmances and possible sessions for SHOT's October, 1993,

meeting in Washington, D.C.

The world being what it is, discussing SIG finances was

a priority, and attendees assessed various possibilities of

funding the newsletter, including new institutional sponsor-
- ship and accepting advertising. The difficulties of following
these paths to solvency were raised, but otherwise the response

was generally positive, assuming, of course, that any such

activities were appropriate and potentially valuable to the

membership.
Other discussions involved potential paper and session

proposals for the 1993 meeting. Several interesting possibili
ties were mentioned, including "communicating through mu

seums," in honor of the permanent exhibition at the Smithsonian

Institution, "Information Age: People, Information, and Tech

nology." Anyone who would like to develop a SIG-sponsored
session should contact Pamela Laird, (303) 722- 7951, before

January 1. (See information on submitting proposals directly
to the SHOT Program Committee on page three of this news

letter.)
As always, the most interesting portion of the meeting

occurred when attendees shared their interests and projects
with each other.

Session on Early
Telecommunications

Frederik Nebeker organized a session on "The Early
Days or' Computers, Transistors, Radio Test-and-Measure

ment, and Space-Program Antennas" for the 1992 Wescon

Conference recently held in Anaheim, California.

Nebeker's paper analyzed the problems of measuring
early radio performance and the many incentives for quantify
ing receivers' sensitivity, selectivity, and fidelity. He exam

ined the development of instruments for making these mea

surements during the 1920s and 1930s and their impact on

radio design.
Craig B. Waff analyzed the choices of antenna design,

operating frequency, and antenna location for the Pioneer

lunar-probe attempts in 1958 and 1959. He concluded that

despite the failure, of the probe missions themselves, the

communication system successfully evolved into NASA's

Deep Space Network.

Andrew Goldstein used his analysis of the invention of

the transistor at the Bells Labs to address the relative merits of

pure research versus mission-oriented research. He assessed

how the necessity to explore some areas of research at the

expense of others could have resulted in failure without one

scientist's "dogged efforts" to keep a line of work open.

Erwin Tomash drew on forty years of experience in the

computer industry to propose replacing traditional approaches
to computer history with an interpretative scheme stressing the

influences of different participants. He explicated the currency

ofacronymssuchasGIGOandWYSIWYGasevidenceofthe
comparative influences of different constituencies, especially
inventors, engineers, programmers, expert customers, and

consumers, in the weighing of computer design issues.

Nebeker and Goldstein are both at the IEEE Center for

the History of Electrical Engineering, Rutgers University.
Tomash founded Data Products Corp., Los Angeles, and W aff

is at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena. The Wescon

conference was jointly sponsored by the IEEE and the Elec

tronics Representatives Association.

Communications Magazine
The flagship publication of the IEEE Communications

Society is IEEE Commuications Magazine. It is published.
monthly and distributed to the 32,000 members of the Society.
It is global both in its participation and content, focusing on

high-quality coverage and analysis of leading-edge develop
ments across the full range of communications technologies.

Thomas J. Plevyak became editor-in-chief this year and

has expressed an interest in providing the journal's readers with

some historical perspective on the development and use of

present technologies. To that end, Kenneth Lipartito of the

University of Houston will write an essay on historical issues

of regulation and public policy within the communications

industry.
In turn, historians of communication technologies may

fmd this publication a valuable resource for their work. Sub

scription information for people who are not IEEE members

may be obtained by calling (201) 981-0060.
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1993 SHOT Meeting
The National Air and Space Museum, Washington,

D. C., will be the site of the 1993 meeting of the Society for the

History of Technology. The Program Committee is particu
lar! y interested in proposals for papers and sessions in the areas

of technology and work, issues in the history of technology
outside the U.S. and Western Europe, and the social ramifica

tions of aviation and space/satellite technologies.
SHOT's normal rules prohibiting individuals from deliv

ering papers at two consecutive annual meetings will be

suspended. Therefore people who presented papers in Uppsala

News of Members
Daniel Headrick of Roosevelt University in Chicago

has added to the international literature on the history of

communication technologies by publishing "Cables

Telegraphiques et Rivalite Franco-Britanniqueavant 1914" in

Guerres moruliales et conflits contemporains (no. 166, 1992).
Headrick's most recent book, The Invisible Weapon: Telecom

munications and International Politics, 1851-1945 (New York:

Oxford University Press, 1991), is especially interesting to

Mercurians. In this work he demonstrates that telecommuni

cations has been a profoundly political technology. For

instance, Headrick analyzes the impact of telegraphy on the

deterioration of diplomacy before World War I as well as how

the public's response to radio broadcasts increased concerns

for controling the political content of the news.

Lelandl.AndersonhascompletededitingNiko/a Tesla

on His Work with Alternating Currents and Their Application
to Wireless Telegraphy, Telephony, and Transmission of Power

(Denver: Sun Publishing, 1992). This annotated transcript of

an extended, previously unpublished interview traces Tesla's

work to 1916-. Because of the many court battles that marked

the early radio industry, Tesla was questioned in that year by
his legal counsel in preparation for various patent litigations,
particularly his against the Marconi Company.

This material provides both technical and anecdotal

evidence on Tesla's experiments with and applications of

wireless telegraphy and telephony. In addition to their new

data, these transcripts also provide readers with a different

sense of Tesla's personality. His style during this several day
long interview was much less formal than he appears in the

formats generally available to historians. The questioning was

often severe, and Tesla's responses express pride in his accom

plishments and anger at his challengers. The book is distrib

uted by Twenty First Century Books, P.O. Box 2001,
Breckenridge, CO 80424.

Edward Tenner began his career in European intellec

tual and social science. He worked in publishing and devel

oped the history of science and technology programs at Princeton

University Press where he was an executive editor. He is now

writing a book on the unintended consequences of technology
with an award from the Guggenheim Foundation, and he is

beginning a project on American general education for the

Exxon Education Foundation.

Tenner's current research links contemporary issues of

computers and society with the history of paper-based record

are eligible to give papers in 1993, providing that they did not

also present papers in 1991.

For each paper proposed provide a summary of 150 to

200 words and a brief vitae. Proposals for a full panel should

provide vita for the chair and commentator as-well. Send three

copies of proposals to committee chair Philip Scranton, Center
for the History of Business, Technology, and Society, Hagley
Museum and Library, P.O. Box 3630, Wilmington, DE 19807;
telephone: (302) 658-2400. The deadline for receipt of

proposals is February 15, 1992.

keeping, such as nineteenth-century card indexes and vertical

files. His review of the Smithsonian's Information Age exhi

bition just appeared in the October Technology and Culture.
As a visiting lecturer in the Princeton Council of the Humani

ties, he has given an advanced undergraduate seminar in

information history.
Kenneth Lipartito lectured to a large audience of tech

nical and business students and representatives from the tele

communications industry at George Mason University in Sep
tember. His presentation on telecommunications history was

the first in a series of guest lectures this fall semester on

international telecommunications.

Lipartito's primary goal in this presentation was to dem

onstrate how business people can find useful insights from

historical analyses. The talk was well received, judging from

the rapid stream of questions and comments that followed. The

lecture, which included visuals, was video taped by the George
Mason library and will also be available to local chapters of the

IEEE Communications Society.
Lipartito is an associate professor at the University of

Houston.

CHEE Completes Second

Oral History Volume
The second volume of the Center for the History of

Electrical Engineering's oral history project is now available.
Entitled Sources in Electrical History 2: Oral History Collec

tions in U.S. Repositories, the volume is composed of inter

views with engineers, scientists, politicians, industrialists,
laborers, and others who contributed to the development of

electrical, electronics, and computer technologies. It provides
a host of primary source material for scholars interested in the

history of those technologies.
The volume is the result of over 1,000 taped interviews.

Many of the interviews were conducted as a part of larger oral

history projects, as for example, those concerned with the

history of specific technologies, the founding of the Commu
nications Workers of America union, or the role of federal

funding in the history of electrical and electronics technolo-

gies.
The guide is available for $15 (prepaid). A check or

money order should be made payable to IEEE and sent to the

Center for the History of Electrical Engineering,'Rutgers
University, 39 Union Street, New Brunswick, NJ 08903.
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Radio & Television

In September, the Museum of Radio and Television

(formerly the Museum of Broadcasting) opened a new build

ing in New York City. Four times the size of the Museum's

previous facility, the new building provides state-of-the-art

technology which allows researchers easier access to the more

than 40,000 television and radio programs which make-up the

Museum's collection. The technology includes robotically
accessed Hi8 tape library units; the most recent developments
in video projection and audio/image technology; and digital
video-and audiotape equipment to help the Museum in its

preservation efforts. The Museum also has a scholars' area, the

Edward John Noble Scholars' Room, that houses specially
designed consoles equipped with computerized research capa

bilities. 25 West 52 Street, New York, NY 10019. Telephone:
(212) 621-6600. Fax: (212) 621-6700.

Computer Museum

The Computer Museum in Boston has mounted two

permanent exhibitions of interest to historians of communica

tion technologies."People and Computers: Milestones of a

Revolution" chronicles changes in computers from the 1930s

through the 1980s, and looks at the ways in which computers
have changed society in those fl ve decades. The exhibit details

nine milestones in computer history from the first attempts to

mechanize data collection through the development of per

sonal computers.
"Tools and Toys: The Amazing Personal Computer"

takes a closer look at that technology, focusing on both its

current and potential uses. Thirty-five interactions give mu

seum goers a sense of how the personal computer is used, for

example, in writing, making sounds, exploring information,

sharingideas and makingpictures.

Review: Independent Telephony
Nearly six thousand independent telephone companies

operated in the United States in the 1890s. Companies that

continued to operate independently·of AT&T before its break

upstillserveapproximatelyoneoutoffive US telephones. The

Museum of Independent Telephony in Abilene, Kansas, pays

tribute to the history and contributions of those telephone
companies formerly known as independents.

Established in 1973, the museum houses a wide array of

exhibits, most of them intended to celebrate the importance of

the telephone to American life, business; and culture regard
less of the type of company that provided service. The

telephones on display begin with a model of Bell's first tele

phone and include dozens of the many types of devices used

over the years, including several pay telephones. A display of

sheet music demonstrates the many ways people have woven

the telephone into their romances. One item pictures a forlorn

young woman asking, "Hello Central! Give Me NoMan's

Land."

Western Union Collection

In 1971 theWestemUnionTelegraphCompanydonated
the contents of its museum to the National Museum of Ameri

can History. The Division of Electricity and Modem Physics
houses the apparatus and equipment from that collection, and

the Archives Center holds the sixty linear feet of manuscript
and photograph collections.

Photographs include images of Western Union facilities

and employees at work, as well as telegraphic equipment and

installations. Other reference materials include scrapbooks,
notebooks, correspondence, administrative records,""internal

memoranda, and trade publications dating between 1848 and

1968. These WUTC documents encompass technical, admin

istrative, legal, and marketing topics. One gem worth noting
is an 1860 letter from Samuel Morse to Sam Houston about

establishing telegraph service to Texas.

For further information on these manuscript and photo

graph collections, contact the Archives Center, NMAH,

Smithsonian Institution, (202) 357-3270.

Tokyo Museum

The Communications Museum in Tokyo is a joint ven

ture of the Japanese Ministry of Posts and Telecommunica

tions, Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation, the J apa

nese Broadcasting Corporation, and Kokusai Denshin Denwa

Co., Ltd. The museum has exhibits that explore a number of

communications technologies beginning with such early tech

nologies as the first telegraphs and telephones.

1??1?1
Click Art Business Images © 1 987 T /Maker Co.

Most of the exhibits are attractive but unimaginative

line-ups of artifacts. However, hands-on opportunities to

operate some of the devices, including a manual switchboard

and a small electronic switching board for dial telephones,
off er visitors an interesting experience. The most engaging
exhibit overall is the tum-of-the-century telephone office,

complete with a quilted bed for the night operator, a calculagraph
for timing toll calls, and a sandbox for putting out fires that

began in the switchboard during electrical storms.

Interestingly, there is no attempt to argue for the merits

of independent telephone companies relative to AT&T, al

though one large display does honor the individuals who

organized and managed the United Telephone Company from

its 1898 origins in Abilene to the present. Nowhere in the

museum are there any bad guys or non-technological prob
lems-the telephone's history appears to have been one long
line of benevolent progress.

412 South Campbell, Abilene, KS 67410; (913) 263-

2681. -Pamela W. Laird
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The new information technolo

gies are the subject of many studies, but

these generally concentrate on how the

technologies affect work relationships,
transform business' to global dimen

sions, and commodify information.

Little or no work has been done on how

entertainment and the new information

technologies connect. This essay looks

at how fans of mass media products,
such as films and television shows, use

the computer networks to extend and

expandtheir fandom, create new fan products, and how virtu

ally instantaneous communication between fans allows the

formation of new hierarchies, greater participation, and greater
information access.

The examples in this paper are drawn from science

fiction fandom, but many of the points also apply to other

fandoms, such as those focusing on soap operas, cartoons, or

comic books. The use of technology to augment fan activities

probably started with science fiction literature and media

fandom. Enthusiasts recorded events, such as fan conventions,

to share with others who could not attend. In an attempt to

continue conversations with each other, fans created newslet

ters with gossip and commentary on their favorite shows and

stories. The very structure of these fan groups encouraged this,
in part due to their interest in futuristic objects and in part due

to the physical distances that separated them.

As new communication technologies became acces

sible, fans eagerly took them up. During the 1930s, movie fans

circulated their typewritten letters through the mails. In the

1950s, organizers generated newsletters by stapling together
club members' mimeographed contributions and then distrib

uting them. Xerography
.

made these amateur newsletters

easier to produce but did not resolve the distribution difficul

ties. Just as mimeographed newsletters gave way to photocop
ied newsletters, tape recordings of events turned to video. With

the introduction of electronic mail, inexpensive real time

communication, and bulletin board systems in the late 1970s

and early 1980s, these activities dramatically changed.
Anonymous file transfer, based on FfP (file transfer

protocol), allows computer users access to information stored

on geographically remote machines. Anonymity permits users

to access data even without an account on that particular
machine. These sites off er a myriad of information files,

composed of software applications, text documents, graphics,
and utilities. Disseminating these files was laborious and time

consuming through the mail, but now it takes only a few

minutes and requires no coordination of activity between the

producer and user of the file. No longer does a fan need to have

a contact and then hope for the requested item. Now a few

moments of time and an FfP connection do the job. A user

doesn't necessarily even know the person

responsible for the item. Computers con

nected to networks now supplement or

even supplant the ways fans gain access to

fan community knowledge.
Fans, especially new ones, particu

larly like "Lists of Frequently Asked Ques
tions." FAQs explain the basic premises
and workings of the fictional uni verses

'.:1/ffl featured in favorite tv shows and other

media texts. For example, a FAQ will

explain a character's history or different

classes of starships used on "StarTrek: The Next Generation."

FAQs serve to alert new fans to the fan community's interpre
tation of the fictional universe. Novice fans also learn commu

nity knowledge at fan functions such as conventions and

informal gatherings, but computers have the advantage of

simultaneously distributing the fan community's interpreta
tions and reinterpretations to all geographic locations. The

advent of inexpensive video technology allows more fans to

participate vicariously in conventions and special screenings,
but copying and shipping the videos takes time. Accessing
transcripts through FTP quickly and at minimal cost augments
the exchange of video data. Fans now know what happened at

an event long before they see the video.

Electronicmail (email)privatizes fan knowledge. Email

alerts fans of impending events, allows for discussion regard
ing the text, permits gossip sharing, and creates an elite

community. Almost all fandoms have email lists and require
membership for access, although new members can join fairly
easily. Many email lists require a monitor who decides on the

operations of the email list regarding advertising strategies,
topic content, and membership. To my knowledge, monitors

only refuse access to people who have demonstrated that they
can't follow basic email etiquette or who have harassed other

members.

Email lists provide several ways for fans to break tradi

tional hierarchies and geographical constraints. One email list

reveling in the physical attributes of a particular actor doesn't

refuse access based on the gender or sexual preference of the

email writers, but rather on their degree of lust for the actor.

Because fans build up their own reputations by demonstrating
familiarity with their show's fictional universe or by their

contacts with actors, they can do so more quickly and broadly
within computer networks than via traditional methods. Now

all subscribers to an email list, which can be world-wide in

scope, form the audience for well-informed fans who other

wise could only be leaders within their own community or at

fan gatherings.
Fans can also use electronic mail to organize. When

networks threaten a show with cancellation, electronic mail

quickly advises the fan community so that members can take
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-Andrea MacDonald

appropriate action, including sending a deluge of mail to the

network in support of the show and collecting fan demograph
ics to "prove" that the show appeals to the desirable audience.

Producers are starting to recognize the power of the networks.

Donald Bellasario went directly to the computer networks to

garner support for "Quantum Leap" the last time that NBC

attempted to cancel it. The days of mimeographed "calls to

action" have been displaced by the raging bitstream.

USENET provides the starting point for the fandom of

many computer literate novices. Originally set up in 1979 to

exchange information within the UNIX operating system
community, USENET has grown to encompass many other

computer platforms with over 37,000mainframe sites world

wide in 1991. Similar to a bulletin board system, USENETs

information is divided by topics, called news groups, that range
from computers to movie reviews-many dedicated to media

literary f andom. "Star Trek," with five separate topic areas, has

the most news groups out of the fifteen covering science

fiction. Fifteen topicdivisionsmightnotsoundlike very many,
but each Star Trek area can have over 400 postings a day. "Alt"

groups which aren't available at all sites also add to the amount

of information available. Other topic divisions not dedicated

specifically to science fiction end up with many science fiction

postings. The topic group for television is becoming the catch

all for many shows with science fiction themes that lack

enough readers specifically interested in them. Of course,

"enough" is a relative term when talking about a news group
that reaches tens of thousands, if not millions, of readers each

day.
USENET provides services similar to those of the anony

mous Ff Ps and electronic mail. But USENET doesn't have the

same degree of privacy and control as email, limiting the self

revelation fans will post. Nor can users create elite groups
since membership isn't required. The interactions and discus

sions that do occur within these limits have largely replaced
newsletters. Many newsletter publishers contend that elec

tronic bulletin board systems have made newsletters obsolete.

Computer networking changes the workings of fandom

and fan expression. The electronic communication networks

reconfigure fan authority and hierarchies and deaccent gender
and sexual orientation. Through computer networks, fans

easily share their conceptualization of fictional universes,

encouraging a more uniform understanding of the fictive

universe. Computers have also affected fans' self-expression
through investment in fan products as well as the products
themselves. Now fans can customize their computers to speak
in the voice of their favorite star or quote their favorite author.

Digitized artwork enables fans to create start-up screens or

posters featuring their favorite persons or objects. Customiz

ing the computer interface creates a further extension of an

individual's fandom. Most impressively, fans need no longer
commit themselves to fandom physically-just virtually. Vir

tual fandom broadens participation allowing those too shy to

admittotheirfandom to "lurk" in the background of a computer
network, no one the wiser. But unlike shy non-networked fans,
a computer networked fan is an informed fan.

The change to computer mediated fandom hasn't been

without trouble. Novices may not discover the email networks

or be able to access them. Local hierarchies of fans have given
way to national hierarchies eclipsing the multiplicity of fan

voices in the process. Fan understandings of fictional uni

verses are becoming more homogenized. When newspapers or

magazines want the scoop on a current fan topic, they turn to

a nationally recognized fan (frequently referred by a local fan)
who then speaks for all fans everywhere. Many older fans feel

disenfranchised, unable to participate since they haven't en

tered the "computer age." Another problem exists in who can

participate, and email groups tend to become cliquish, exclud

ing those who aren't "in." An email list moderator in' San

Francisco can determine that a fan from New Jersey isn't a true

fan and cut him or her from the email list. This is particularly
disturbing in science fiction fandom since these fans had

always prided themselves on their being outsiders and very
tolerant. Finally, this expensive technology restricts access

almost exclusively to those with the necessary income or the at

work computer connections required to use the networks.

(This article would not have been possible without the help of

Roberta Pearson.)

By day, Andrea is a graduate student at the Annenberg School for
Communication at the University of Pennsylvania. By night she

can be found lurking on the computer networks. She was a

University of California, San Diego, Research Scholar in recogni
tion of her thesis on women's community throughfandom.

SAMACD@ASC. UPENN.EDU

Who are you?
'What projects are you working on?

We'd like to know.

History and Macintosh

Society
Whatever sort of history you are writing or teaching, if

you are doing it with a Macintosh, you might be interested in

the History and Macintosh Society. This non-profit, interna

tional user group provides information and advice of particular
interest to historians of all skill levels through a quarterly
newsletter and shareware. The publication examines many of

the fascinating tools and strategies worth exploring for re

search and teaching. Then, too, there are countless time sinks

for those easily seduced by their electronic playthings.
Mercurians may also find that the discourse in this

publication can serve as an interesting case for their own

studies. For example, an article on "The Myths oflntegrating
Technology into Teaching" applies the word "technology"
exclusively to computer technologies, as though books, maps,
and chalkboards were not the products of technologies as well.

For further information, request an electronic copy of the

most recent newsletter from 6500hms@ucsbuxa.bitnet or

6500hms@ucsbuxa.ucsb.edu. By snail-mail, HMS, 734Elkus

Walk, #201, Goleta, CA 93117-4151.
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Excerpts and illustrations from

The Telephone's Message
Text by Robertson T. Barrett

Illustrations by Franklin Booth

(n.p., circa 1930)
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not simply the

story of an

instrument
••
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You call me The Telephone. . . .
You may think of me as a

personality, reflecting the aims, the ambitions and the pride of

achievement of the hundreds of thousands of men and women who

have helped me to become what I am.
. . .

You may think of me as

the expression of the romance of a more than nationwide service
..

. .

I am not simply a thing. I am also a thought.
. . .

It is, therefore,
of the telephone-tlwught, rather than the telephone-thing, that I ask

you to think as I tell you of the early days of my romantic career
..

. .
For you may think of me, the telephone-tlwught, as preceding a

great family of telephone-things-transmitters and receivers, switch

boards, cables, repeater-station apparatus and other pieces of equip
ment almost without number.

I-your telephone-embody the aims and purposes
of this organization. I am at once a visible expression and

a constant reminder of its definitely stated pledge to

provide "the most telephone service and the best, at the

least cost to the public." I am a symbol, too, of the

individual devotion to duty that is a tradition among
telephone people. This lesson, in common with my
technical and business lessons, I had to learn step by step,
for sound traditions are not created in a day. I had to

acquire a growing sense of the public's dependence on me.

I had to become increasingly conscious of the responsi
bilities of providing a service which enters so intimately
into the lives of those who use it.

"

..• a service which enters so intimately
into the lives of those who use it

.

.,.,

it is to you-a devoted

public servant, a guard
ian in times of danger, a

faithful friend.
. . .

In the

Iamyour
telephone.

last analysis my present
and my future depend
upon you, the telephone
user. I am your servant.

My achievements of to

day and my goals of to

morrow are justified only
through your co-opera
tion, your use, your con

fidence.

"

..•
neither storm nor flood nor fire nor any other emergency

must stay the words of men .••

n

This Spirit of Service, after all, is summed up in me-the operator at her post of duty when death by flood or fire stands

telephone-tlwug ht. It is the incentive which keeps the scientist grimly at her side. It is the idea that makes the telephone what

at hi.slaboratory bench, •••??-?
.

, ? ./,hour after hour, day after -
day, throughout the years--

until he solves some vitally
important problem. It is

that which gives vision to

the executive and helps him

to master the difficulties

that daily arise in the man

agement of an organization
as vast as that which na

tion-wide telephone service

requires. It provides the

liiliillililillunwavering courage which

prompts a lineman to brave ;:===::::::;;;?:::::

a winter blizzard in order ?????????????

that broken wires may be

repaired, or which holds an
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The Perplexing Keyboard
Have you ever wondered about the keyboard that we all

use for much of our professional and personal writing activi
ties? Is it really true that S.W. Sholes devised the QWERTY
configuration in order to slow typists down? Legend has it that

sincehecouldnotdesignhis 1872 "type-writer" so that speedy
typists would not jam the keys, Sholes devised instead the
inconvenient arrangement which most of us accept as "natu
ral." If any Mercurian would like to explore this question of

design for Antenna,do let us know.

Cinema History: Call for

Papers & Association
"Cinema Turns 100: An International Conference Com

memorating the Centennial of Commercial Motion Pictures"
will be held from June 13-20, 1994, at the Museum of Modem
Art and New York University. The conference, sponsored by
Domitor, the Society for Early Cinema, will investigate the
first ten years (1894-1904) of commercial motion pictures.
Suggested paper topics include early motion picture technol

ogy, the mythology surrounding Edison, the uses of cinema for
scientific purposes, and diverse modes and venues of early film
exhibition. For more information on proposal submission,
write: Domitor 94 Conference, Dept. of Cinema Studies, New
York University, 721 Broadway, 6th.Floor, New York, NY
10003.

Domitor is an international association devoted to pro
moting research on early film. Membership in the association
includes participation in regular as well as special events and

copies of the association's newsletter which is published twice
a year. Individual membership is $25 US/45 DM; institutional
membership is $75 US/135 DM. For more information, write:
Domitor, Filminstitut HdK, Hochschule der Kunste Berlin,
Postfach 12 67 20, D-1000, Berlin 12, Bundesrepublik
Deutschland.
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